
Zoom Ideas for 1 Corinthians 12:1-3 
 
What is this document for? This first bit is the same every week, but the second half is different. 
 
Dan wrote these studies before social distancing practices began. Here are some ideas and options for                
running this study through Zoom. You don’t have to do any of this at all, but it might give you some ideas that                       
would help your group to get into the Word together. I’ll keep it as brief as I can! 
Zoom makes it quite difficult to have a free flowing discussion, where people add a little bit here and a little bit                      
there as we journey our way through the passage together. Although it can feel a bit more like a tutorial or a                      
classroom, it can sometimes work better to figure out ways of “going around the room” - this is where you ask                     
a broad and open question, and then ask each person by name to share something in response to the                   
question. Another option is to use Breakout rooms first, and then “go around the groups” and ask one person                   
from each group to summarise and share their group’s response. This document will basically give you ideas                 
for how to cut a study with ~10 questions down to one with ~3 questions which can be done in the style of                       
“going around the room” with or without Breakout rooms. 
 
See the Up-To-Date Resources for Online Groups post at the top of this page if you need help with leading                    
Zoom groups in general, or to enable Breakout rooms. 
If you or someone in your group needs more help using Zoom, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with Ben                     
Broadfoot who can organise a Zoom training buddy. 

1 Corinthians 12:1-3 in 3 or 4 questions 
Opening Discussion: Dan’s opening discussion question is great but might not work for “going around the                
room” as it could theoretically be answered ‘correctly’ by one person and then others may not feel that it’s                   
worth adding in their own slight differences to the ‘correct’ answer. Dan’s study then moves straight to a quick                   
recap of the first 11 chapters of 1 Corinthians. I’d suggest skipping this opening discussion and going straight                  
to the context/recap questions. Or maybe you could share this video with your GG through Whatsapp                
throughout the week leading up to the study and discuss it briefly at the start? If you did this, don’t try to correct                       
the mistakes made in the video at the start of your study, you just want to raise the ideas and the passage will                       
do the correcting for people. 
 
Context Questions: Dan’s study gets us to spend a bunch of time looking at the context (his questions 1,2,3                   
and 4). If we don’t look at the context we’ll be lost as a group. Could you work out a way to share around                        
reading out all 8 of the passages Dan has chosen (1:1-3, 10-12, 5-1, 6:1-6, 7:1-3, 7:8-9, 8:1-4, 11:17-21) and                   
just ask people something like “what was going on in Corinth?” “What’s important to know about Corinth?”                 
“What do you remember about Corinth from last year?” Reading the verses out is a bit of a memory-jog for                    
some, but will be new for others. Perhaps use the Chat function to share who is reading out which part. 
 
Exegesis Questions: Now it’s time to focus in on our passage, 3 verses. I think we could achieve a lot of what                      
questions 5-8 are aiming at but just by asking one question. I’d start by explaining the “spiritual things” issue                   
that Dan explains, and then perhaps you could ask something general like, “What details in verses 1-3 seem                  
important to you, and why?” and go around the room getting everyone’s responses. If you get through                 
everyone and there is something important that was missed out, you can add it in as part of your “these are                     
the details that seem important to me” response - it’s very natural. 
 
Application Questions: I’d mention/repeat here that our society has a range of different views about               
‘spirituality’. And then ask something like, “but for our final discussion, what does God tell us about true                  
spirituality here? What is true spirituality, what’s important about it?” Go around the room again. If you want to                   
add in anything important from Dan’s application material in Q’s 9-12, then you can add that in as you did for                     
the exegesis questions earlier. Now get praying! We’re still working out how to run Hot Topics. 

https://evchurch.info/growthgroups/teaching-series-notes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IAhDGYlpqY

